ABSTRACT. Blattner and Rawnsley have constructed half-forms for regular polarizations of arbitrary index. We show how to pair these half-forms into a line bundle fashioned purely from the symplectic data, with no assumption on the intersection of the polarizations. Our pairing agrees with the regular BKS pairing when the polarizations are positive.
define a half-form pairing for arbitrary polarizations of (E, w). For polarizations F and G of (E, w), our pairing takes its values in the bundle of half-forms for the polarization F EB G of (E#, w#) .
Some elementary algebra of symplectic vector spaces is presented in §1; this material is quite standard. A brief account of the metaplectic representation and symplectic spinors is contained in §2; details may be found in [7] . In §3 we recall the definition of vacuum states for arbitrary polarizations and pair them using techniques from the cohomology of Lie algebras. Mpc and metaplectic structures form the subject matter of §4: we discuss their existence and classification and recall how they give rise to bundles of half-forms. Finally, the constructions of § §3 and 4 are combined in §5 to define our pairing of half-forms for arbitrary polarizations. The real part FnF of F is the null space of H on F; we write r(F) = dimc(FnF).
The complex dimension of a maximal subspace of F on which H is positive-definite (respectively, negative-definite) will be denoted p(F) (respectively, q(F)). We refer to (p( F), q( F), r( F)) as the type of F and say that F is
The symplectic group Sp(V, 0) acts on the space Lag(VC, OC) of all polarizations of (V,O) as follows: if 9 E Sp(V, 0) and F E Lag(V C , OC) then
Orbits for this action are characterized by type [5, 10] : if F and G are polarizations of (V, 0) then F and G lie in the same orbit under Sp(V, 0) iff
On the direct sum V# = V EB V we define a nonsingular alternating bilinear form
for Xl, X2, Yl, Y2 E V. In this way we produce a symplectic vector space (V #,0#) of which the diagonal 
is then a polarization of (V#, 0#) whose type is the sum of those for F and G; in 
Since W is irreducible, U is unique up to scalar multiples; moreover U uniquely determines g. We denote by MpC(V, 0) the subgroup of the unitary group Aut H consisting of all unitary operators U on H satisfying (2.1) for some 9 E Sp(V, 0) and write u(U) = 9 when (2.1) holds. MpC(V, 0) is a Lie group and
is a central short exact sequence. See [8 and 9] . 
as follows by differentiation, extension, and complexification of (2.1).
Let H# denote the Hilbert space of all Hilbert-Schmidt operators on H; recall that the linear endomorphism T of H is Hilbert-Schmidt iff the series LiEI IITei 112 converges for (ei}iEI a complete orthonormal system in H.
For T E H# and x, y E V we define PROOF. That W# is irreducible and unitary is standard; that W# has the stated multiplier is a matter of routine verification.
D
In terms of W # we define the central circle extension Mpc (V #,0#) of Sp(V#,O#).
For U E Mpc(V, 0) we define U# E Aut H# by 
which will be useful later. 
It is a particular consequence of (3.2) that this space vanishes unless F is positive, in which case it is one-dimensional. Let G be another polarization of (V, 0). The canonical isomorphisms
which tensor up with (2.7) to yield sesquilinear maps (3.5) for all nonnegative integers s, t.
The vacuum states for F, G and FEEl G arise from complexes analogous to (3.1).
The complexes for F and G are paired into that for FEEl G via the maps (3.5). These pairings satisfy a Leibniz rule relative to the differentials in the complexes; they therefore induce pairings in cohomology. In view of (3.2) the only nontrivial cohomology pairing is that of the vacuum states. We thus have the following theorem of Kiinneth type. 
Hq(F)(F; E') x Hq(G)(G; E') --t Hq(F EEl
PROOF. We need only demonstrate nonsingularity. Choose a maximal subspace F~ c F on which H is negative-definite and let F+ be the H-orthocomplement of F _ in F; F' = F _ EEl F + is then a positive polarization and according to [2] the nonzero vectors in
are closed but not exact relative to the complex (3.1). is trivial for F a positive polarization. See [7 and 8] .
(E, w) admits Mp structures iff the second Stiefel-Whitney class w2(E) is zero, and Mp[E,w] is naturally a principal homogeneous space for Hl(X; Z2) when nonempty; in general, Mp [E, w] has no base-point. See [3 and 4] .
We can apply the i-operation to each fiber of (E, w); this produces a symplectic vector bundle (E#, w#).
The Whitney product formula for E# = EffiE gives w2(E#) = wl(E)2 = 0 since E is orientable. From this it follows that (E#, w#) admits metaplectic structures. In fact, much more is true. 
Half-form pairings.
Let F and G be polarizations of (E, w). The (external) direct sum F EB G is then a polarization of the symplectic vector bundle (E#, w#). Note that we make no assumptions regarding the nature of the intersection F n G.
Recall from (4.5) that (E#,w#) is naturally provided with a metaplectic structure Q, whose extension to an Mpc structure we denote also by Q. Using Q we define the half-form bundle for FEB G, where
We stress that this complex line bundle is constructed entirely from the symplectic data (E, w), F, G.
Let P be an Mpc structure for (E,w). Using P we define the half-form bundles
for F, G. We shall pair these half-form bundles into that for FEB G defined by Q. we deduce the following result. We emphasize the fact that the receiving space for this half-form pairing is fashioned from the symplectic data alone.
Note that since Q is metaplectic, H~(F EB C; cit.) 0 KFffiG is a canonical square root of KFffi G : see (4.4) . This is as we should expect of a half-form pairing. As a corollary we recover the following result due to Rawnsley [5] (E,w) x becomes an element of Qx' The vacuum states (C')b~lFx and (C')b~lGx for the transverse positive polarizations b-1 Fx and b-1C x of (V, 12) admit a canonical sesquilinear pairing into C which extends the inner product on H; this is proved in [3] for real polarizations and in [6, 7, 8] for the general positive case. If rjJ E (C')b~l Fx and'ljJ E (C')b~lGx pair to 1 E C then b(rjJ07jj) is a canonical element of Cit(Q)~ffiG defined independently of rjJ, 'ljJ, and bE Sp(E, w)x. 
